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OPERALOUNGEBAKUCAFEDUBAISUMAKH-
PAKHLAVAABOUTNAKHCHIVANSEABREE-
ZELILACVIVELBEERBASHOREHOUSEY-
150BAR&GRILLSUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUE-
CAFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVEL 
OPERALOUNGELILACFLOWERBOUTIQUESUMAKH-
PAKHLAVASEABREEZENAKHCHIVANS

Beat Group is a Business Managing 
Company that was established in the 
year of 2009. During these years we 
have achieved a «one-of-a-kind  in the 
country» reputation. It has all started 
with “Opera Lounge”– a luxury and 
glamorous space located in the heart of 
Baku. To this year our family has 
significantly grown to a network which 
includes numerous restaurants, retail 
boutiques, print projects, catering 
services and etc.

We would also like to mention such projects as – the 
opening and operation of Euroclub – a special rest 
and leisure facility for the participants of Eurovision 
Song Contest 2012; the launch of the “Nargis” 
magazine as well as theme decoration of its Gala 
event; organization of Emin’s concerts in Chrystal 
Hall, Buta Palace and Green Theatre and etc.
Our references are Yarat Contemporary Art Space,  
Statoil, Bilgeh Estates and others. 

Beat Group – is a dynamically developing company 
with constant expanding interests and possibilities.



All of the venues that 
we operate are unique 
and unrepeatable



OPERASEABREEZESHOREHOUSEBAR&G-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVASUMAKHNAKH-
CHIVANSEABREEZELILACFLOWERB-
BEERBASHAMEATSTEAKHOUSER&GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENA-
KHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVEL 
OPERBAKUCAFEDUBAIBAKUCAFEBAR&CZELIL-

Authentic tearoom “Pakhlava” takes its 
name from the traditional rich and sweet 
pastry made of layers. Designed to bring 
the timeless traditions of Azerbaijan to the 
guests, the atmosphere, menu and staff 
reflect our local customs. The menu 
contains more than 30 types of tea, 
delicious pastries, traditional dishes and 
amazing shisha.



14 Khojali Avenue

994 12 480 32 23

facebook.com/PakhlavaTeaRoom



OPERALOUNGEOPERASKY150BAR&GRILLSU  UN-
GEMAKHPAKHLAVANAKHCHIVANSEABREEZE-
OPERALOUNNAKHCHIVANSEABREEZEKY-
150BAR&GRILLSUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUE-
CAFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVEL 
OPERALOUNGENAKHCHIVANBAKUCAFE&GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLABAKUCAFENASEABL 
OPERALOUNGENAKHCHIVAN150BAR&GRILLSU

As soon as you walk into the Nakhchivan restaurant 
you will experience a time travel to the first 
Azerbaijani Oil boom.
Due to the large amount of light, the hall looks bigger 
than it is and consists of two areas – “the lounge”, 
arranged by the big glazing glass windows and “the 
dining”, which is furnished in vintage style. The luxury 
ambiance of the VIP-rooms decorated with amazing 
portraits and extravagant wallpapers creates an 
impression that a famous oil magnate like Nobel or 
Taghiyev may come in any moment. 
The highlight of the place are the refined dishes of 
Nakhchivan traditional cuisine, prepared by the 
restaurant’s Chef, who knows all the secrets  of it.
Nakhchivan Restaurant also offers its guests a huge 
variety of Nakhchivan kebabs; amazing Ordubad 
snacks and desserts; 15 kinds of delicious pilaf – the 
real star of the show, and many other incredibly tasty 
traditional dishes.



8A Parlament Avenue

994 12 480 85 85

facebook.com/NakhchivanRestaurant



OPBAKUCAFEDUBAILILAC150BAR&GRI
LILACSUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENAKH-
CHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVELOPERALOUNGE-
OPECAFEDELMARSUMAKHPAKH
LAVABAKUCAFESEABREEZELILAC
VIVELBEERBASHALILACFLKHPAKHLAVA-
BISQUECAFENAKHCHIVANSEABRI

The Azerbaijani restaurant consists 
of a large space perfectly suitable for 
dining with family, friends or business 
meetings as well as for bigger format 
events, such as birthday celebrations 
and a smaller private space for enjoying 
your meal in a smaller circle. 
Over the years Sumakh has become 
a place of gastronomic pilgrimage for 
famous artists, politicians and guests of 
the city. 
Exquisitely selected interior, reflecting 
old local traditions creates a unique 
atmosphere of comfort, while the menu 
presented from the most famous Chiefs 
deliver you the full flavor of Azerbaijani 
cuisine.



20/22 Khojali Avenue

994 12 480 21 12

facebook.com/Sumakh



OPEBEERBASHANAKHCHIVAN150BAR&GRILL-
SUMAKHBEERBASHANAKHCHIVANSEABREE-
ZEBAKUCAFELILACVIVELOPERASKY-
3150BOCAFESUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUEC-
AFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVEL 
OPESEABREEZEAKHCHIVAN150BAR&GRILLSU-
MAKHPAKHLAVABAKUCAFEFENAK

“Beerbasha”- the perfect place for all 
beer lovers in Baku. 
It consists of three floors dedicated to 
the taste and the making process of 
real beer. The place has its own 1000 
liters brewery; and offers delicious 
sausages right from the outdoor grill 
along with huge variety of snacks like 
pink shrimps, scarlet-red crabs and 
many more, served on a beautiful white 
plate with slices of juicy lemon.

July 
2015



8A Parlament Avenue

994 12 480 28 00

facebook.com/Beerbashapub



OPERALOUNGEOPERBAKUCAFEDUBAILILAU-
MAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENAKHCHIVAN-
SEABREEZELILACVIPAKHLAVANAKHCHIVA-
NASKY150BAR&GRILLSUMAKHPAKHLAVASHORE-
CAFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZEM’EATLILACVIVEL 
OPERALOUNGEOPERLILACFLOWERBOUTIQUEU-
MAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENAKHCHIVAN-

Can you picture old meat storage in your 
mind for a second? Let’s say it’s a little brutal, 
shabby… Well, definitely not a fancy place to 
be at. Can you try harder and feel the smell 
of raw wood? The dim light coming from 
lamps darkened by time… Reflections on steel 
hooks hanging from the ceiling.  
You did a great job imagining the interior of 
M’EAT, now let’s move on to the best part - 
the wide variety of meat dishes, from snacks 
to juicy steaks. 
Did we mention the fact, that each guest at 
M’EAT has the opportunity to actually see 
the process of his steak being cooked at our 
open kitchen?  And our sommelier will help 
you choose the right kind of wine that will go 
along with your evening and emphasize the 
taste of juicy, perfectly roasted meat, 
delivered right from the USA.

June 
2015



25 Samad Vurghun street

994 12 480 28 00

facebook.com/Meatbybeat



OPERALOUNBEERBASHANAKHCHIVANRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVANAKHCHIVANSEABREEZE-
OPERABISQUELILACVIVELBAKUCAFE0BO-
CAFESUMAKHPAKHLAVCAFEABISQUEC                      
AFBE EZENAKHCHIVANDELSEALILACVIVEL OP-
ERLI L A CVIALOUNGEMARBREEZE150GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVASEABREEZESHOHCHIVAN

Worldwide famous, or better to say — 
legendary seaside cafe — Café del Mar — 
now in Baku. It will be located at Sea 
Breeze Resort & Residences in the coastal 
village Nardaran. 
The place can becompared with a small 
oasis, where one can escape from the 
urban and noisy city.  
The sound of Caspian sea; the smell of 
salty water; the emerald sea splashes 
under the beautiful sun glare and the 
amazing chill-out music... Café del Mar 
offers its guests an unbelievably relaxing 
atmosphere along with delicious cuisine. 
Café del Mar - what can be better during 
hot summer days in Baku?

Summer 
2016



Sea Breeze, Nardaran, Baku

994 12 310 22 22

facebook.com/SeaBreezeBaku



OPERALOUNBAKUCAFEDUBAIPAKHGRILLSU-
MAKHPAKHLAVANAKHCHIVANSEABREEZE-
OPERABISQUELILACVIVELMEATSTY150BO-
CAFESUMAKHPAKHLAVSHOREABISQUEC                      
AFBE EZENAKHCHIVANHOUSESEALILACVIV-
EL OPERLI L ACVIALOUNGEBREEZE150GRILLSU-
MAKHPAKHLSEABREEZENAKHCHIVAN

Shore House Restaurant is a perfect 
combination of incredibly relaxing and joyful 
ambiance: a place, where one can have rest with 
his body and soul, and in addition try variety of 
delicious dishes. 
As the summer season approaches, Shore House 
opens up an amazing summer terrace for its 
guests. The atmosphere is so warm and cozy as 
if each detail of the restaurant was created for a 
leisure time with friends and family. 
Inspired by the recipes of South European and 
Azerbaijani cuisines, the chefs of Shore House 
send their guests to a unique gastronomic 
journey over and over again. 
In a word – Shore House Restaurant provides a 
great opportunity to experience all the delights 
of spending time outside of the noisy city center, 
without going too far from Baku.



Sea Breeze, Nardaran, Baku

994 12 310 22 22

facebook.com/SeaBreezeBaku



OPERALOUNGEPAKHLAVANAKHCHIVAN
LILACBALLROOMSUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUEC-
AFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVELOPER-
ALOUNGEOPERABAKUCAFESKY150BAR&GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVABEERBASHAHORE
BREEZELILACLILACFLOWERBOUTIQUEAKHPA-
KHLAVASUMAKHPAKHLAVAMEATSTEABASHA

Renewed BAKU Café is a real proof  
that fashion is able not to change  
traditions. Being comfortably situated 
in Port Baku Mall – the industrial 
center of the capital, BAKU Café is a 
combination of Organic vs. Industrial 
style new-fashioned interior and 
fully renewed menu, which is, by 
the way, also based on the fusion of 
two different cuisines – European 
cuisine meets Azerbaijani national 
dishes and none of them spoils the 
other.Uncommonly comfortable and 
incredibly delicious harmony – no other 
words can describe it better.



153 Neftchilar Avenue 

994 12 310 08 08

facebook.com/BakuCafePBT



OPERALOUNGEPAKHLAVANAKHCHIVAN
LILACBALLROOMSUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUEC-
AFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVELOPER-
ALOUNGEOPERABAKUCAFESKY150BAR&GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLADUBAIBEERBASHAHORE
BREEZELILACLILACFLOWERBOUTIQUEAKHPA-
KHLAVASUMAKHPAKHLAVAMEATSTEABASHA

In the heart of Dubai, in one of the 
most prestigious locations of City Walk, 
a new star has shone.
Recently the grand opening of the long-
awaited Baku Café Dubai was held, 
which became the first step for the 
brand on the way to the international 
franchise.
The second and the main reason for the 
enthusiasm of the guests of Baku Café 
Dubai was the Azerbaijani national 
cuisine - unique, elegant, perfect. The 
products here are delivered straight 
from Baku, which is an unprecedented 
practice in Dubai.



City Walk • Dubai • UAE 

+ 971 4 299 9081 

facebook.com/bakucafe.ae



For the past three years we 
have carried out dozens of suc-
cessful projects in the entertain-
ment industry



Opera Lounge and one of the best night-
clubs in the world, Pacha Ibiza, has pre-
sented a unique opportunity to plunge 
yourself into a real holiday.
On October 29th 2010, a piece of Ibiza 
islands considered to be the capital of 
the world clubbing has arrived to Baku.

Official pre-party of world’s leading 
dance event Sensation White. Guaran-
teed sell-outs, beautiful music, top world 
class DJ’s, strict dress code and enthu-
siastic visitors. In 2011 we were amongst 
the 30 clubs, which have obtained the 
opportunity to be a part of amazing 
white MTV pre-party.

Masquerade atmosphere was enhanced 
with 3D scenery and spectacular video 
performance by “Hypnotica”. Every vis-
itor had a pair of 3D glasses from us. 
And unique 3D mobile photo studio was 
deployed at the lobby of “Buta Palace” 
from one of the most popular local 
photographer Orkhan Aslanov.

29.10.2010

http://2010.halloween.az

29.10.2011

http://2011.halloween.az

21.05.2011

http://youtu.be/I4e6fW9MXLw



The launch of “Nargis” magazine in Baku. 
The magazine about fashion, culture and 
art, rated as the number one printed edi-
tion on the local market up to this day. 
A special catwalk was built for the show 
of UK popular fashion designer Kristian 
Aadnevik and local “Jan Atelier”, followed 
by an after party with the performance 
of the most famous jazz vocalist and DJ’s.

13.12.2011

www.nargismagazine.az



Emin does not forget his home town 
Baku — the city where he was born 
and grew up. His every show sells out 
immediately and over packs the ven-
ues from Chrystal Hall to Buta Palace.

21.12.2013

www.emin-music.com



Zhara International Music Fest

9-10 July 2016

www.zhara.az



Zhara International Music Fest

27-30 July 2017

www.zhara.az



We are create iconic 
branded retail concepts



OPERABEERBASHAPAKHLAVA0BAR&GRILL-
SUMAKHU-BOATNAKHCHIVANSEABREEZE-
OPERSEABREEZELILACVIVELOPERASKY-
15DCAFEDUBAISUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUE-
CAFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVEL 
OPERASEABREEZESHOREHO0BAR&GRILLSU-
MAKHPAKHLAVABAKUCAFEENNC

The history of the U-Boat brand begins in 
1942, when Ilvo Fontana – a watchmaker, 
was producing watches for the Italian Navy. 
Those watches were made with a unique 
left-hand configuration, with the robust 
crown system always placed on the left for 
comfort. The most important part of that 
particular design was high legibility, water 
resistance, and reliability. 
Half a century later Italo, the grandson 
of this watchmaker went through his 
grandfather’s archives and found the 
drawings of those watches, which were 
made back in 1942. Italo could not think 
of anything else afterwards. 
Nowadays the watchmaking art is 
happening right in the heart of the Tuscan 
town of Lucca by the founder of U-Boat – 
Italo Fontana and the brand is considered 
as the true symbol of style.



63A Neftchiler Avenue

994 12 493 53 77

facebook.com/UBoatBaku



OPERALOUNGEBAKUCAFEDUBAIPAKILLSU-
MAKHPAKHLAVALILACBISQUECAFENAKH-
CHIVANSEABREEZESEABREEZESHOREGEOPER-
ASKY150BASUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENA 
e HBOSEABREEZELILACVIVEL OPERALOUNGE-
OPERASKY150BPAKHLAVAMEATSTEAKHLAVA-
BISQUECAFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZEL

Lilac flower boutique is one of the most 
popular flower boutiques on the local 
market. Due to the large assortment of 
flowers, creative approach and usage 
of high quality materials and accesso-
ries, the florists of Lilac are able to feel 
and embody the desire of the most 
demanding clients, whether it’s a 
romantic bouquet or a decorative 
flower composition.



151 Neftchilar Avenue, Port Baku Mall

994 12 598 85 00

25 Samad Vurghun Street

994 12 598 85 00

facebook.com/YourFriendlyFlorist



Approaching solutions with European 
simplicity and conciseness while 
keeping Azerbaijani traditions. Complex 
and global approach to solutions, 
taking into consideration every small 
detail requested by the customer. Today 
it is possible to realize the most 
exquisite design ideas by the means of 
flowers. Whether it’s a wedding, 
birthday, new year or a corporate event 
— it all can the most memorable and 
exclusive due to the serious approach 
of professionals.

EVENT DECORATION



Genuine delight and interest 
of the public is our biggest success



NAKHCHIVANPAKHLAVASKY150BAR&GRILLSU-
MAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENAKHCHIVAN-
SEABREEZELILACVIVELOPERALOUNGEOPER-
SHOREHOUSEBEERBASHAKHPAKHLAVABISQUE   
NGAZETABEACHCAFÉNA EHBOSEABREEZEL-
ILACBAKUCAFEDUBAIEVIVEL150BAR&GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENAKHCHIVAN-

The format; the way it is presented; the 
exclusive information - all of it is done 
with exquisite taste, interest, and 
eternal love for our readers and our work. 
Recipes; celebrities; photo reports of lat-
est happenings and events; movies; trav-
eling; fashionable decore trends; style; 
exclusive interviews; interesting facts 
and articles and many more can be found 
among our pages. 
However, the queen of “Gazeta” is 
gastronomy. Creative and yummy 
dishes made by chefs of different Beat 
Group restaurants are presented in each 
issue. 
The edition is largely distributed on a 
complimentary basis, not only within the 
network of Beat Group, but also in all the 
luxury hotels, fashionable and frequently 
visited places, restaurants  and clubs in 
Baku. 
Reading “Gazeta” is not only fashionable, 
but also tasty!



25 Samad Vurghun street

994 12 480 28 00

facebook.com/BEATGroupBaku





OPERALOLILACFLOWERBOUTIQUER&GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVANAKHCHIVANSEABREEZE-
OPERABISQUELILACBAKUCAFESKY-
150BOCAFESUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUEC                      
AFBREEZENAKHCHIVANSEALILACVIVEL OPERL        
I        L ACMEATSTEAKBREEZE150GRILLSUMAKH-
PAKH  PAKHLAVANAKHCHIVAN

Nardaran—occupying a very special part of 
Baku is considered to be one of the most 
beautiful suburbs of the country capital. 
Sea, sandy beaches, beautiful climate… 
All of it is located only within 30 minutes 
from the center of Baku- the prime class 
“Sea Breeze” of Nardaran — a real Caspi-
an miracle. Magnificent infrastructure: 
Restaurant, cafe`s, hotel, terrace, beach, 
sport club, tennis court, football ground, 
rescue and  medical services, garages, 80 
residencies, 40 town-houses, indoor sport 
complex, playground for children and many 
other facilities only within 30 minutes of 
reach from Baku.



Nardaran Village

994 12 310 22 22

facebook.com/SeaBreezeBaku



OPERALOUNGEOPERABAKUCAFEDUBAISUMAKHPAKHLAVANAKH-
CHIVANSEABREEZELPAKHLAVABEERBASHABAKUSKY150BAR&GRILL-
SUMAKHPAKHLAVABIMEATNAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVEL 
OPERALOUNGEOPER A KY1 50BAR&GRILLSUMAKHPAKHLAVABISQUE-
CAFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACBEERBASHALOUNGEOPER-
ASKY150BAR&GRILLSUMAKHPAKHLAVASEABREEZEAFENAKH-
CHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVELBAKUCAFEDUBAI50BAR&GRILLSU-
MAKHPAKHLAVABISQUECAFENAKHCHIVANSEABREEZELILACVIVEL 
OPERALOUNGEOPERABEERBASHASUMAKHPAKHLAVA

25 Samad Vurghun Street

Baku Residence, apt. 60

Azerbaijan, Baku

994 12 480 28 00

info@beat.az

iBeat

www.beat.az


